Editorial

We present the ninth volume of the Journal of Information Organization with the below described research papers.

In the first paper on “Early Development of the Human Being Ideal Constituent and Art Cognitonics as the Answer to the Challenge of Knowledge Society”, the authors Vladimir Fomichov and Olga Fomichova mentioned the approach of a new scientific discipline called cognitonics to early development of mentioned qualities and, as a result, to the development of the human being ideal constituent. Based on this premise they introduced a significant branch of cognitonics called art cognitonics.

In the next paper on “Electronic and Blended Learning Approaches to Training in Strategic Business Decision Making”, the authors Veselina Jecheva, Evgeniya Nikolova, and Mariya Neycheva introduced a survey of current trends in the electronic and blended learning approaches and their application in the contemporary education. As a case study, training in strategic business decision making conducted in Burgas Free University is presented by the authors.

In the last paper on “How can we make Chinese Consumers Like Table Olive Consumption: A Data Mining and Some Suggestions to the Researchers”, the authors Junfeng Sun and Chunjiang Su performed a statistical analysis based on the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-E) database and the China Academic Journals Full-text Database on olive oil. They suggested that Chinese table olive researchers consolidate the exchange and study with non-Mediterranean countries such as Denmark, the UK, and the US, while maintaining communication with scientists in Mediterranean countries.

Hope the papers published are interesting.
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